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About This Game

Divine Business is that side of religion that no one ever think about. Why gods prefer to help ones and forsake others? What
goal do they follow? Its time to take a look at this process from the place of God by yourself.

Unique mix of genres: We decided to try and mash up features that used to be a separate games before: Fantasy setting, multi-
currrency trading and narrative storytelling.

Deep characters and world story: You are not just a religion trader, you actually influence nations destiny with your decisions.
Other gods may not approve your methods, while mortals dont get you intentions at all.

Complicated AI trend algorhytm: In spite of first impression, its not so easy to predict raises and falls in world scale level. The
formula we invented is adapting to player's actions and challenges him every second of gameplay.

Disasters system: More than hundred potential consequences of events, which you are still capable to prevent. Free the nations
from suffering by the cost of your divinity or allow neccessery evil to happen.

List of features:

 Story campaign with 20 levels to complete
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 Communications with pantheon of gods between challenges

 Increasing arsenal of Divine Wonders of yours

 Each level is difficult by its own

 Preventable but unpredictable Disasters System

 Mutli-factor trend movement algorhytm

 Multiple alternative endings

 More features to come after Early Access
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Title: Divine Business: Fantasy Trading Simulator
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Fatal Error Games
Publisher:
Fatal Error Games
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2019
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Gashlycrumb Tinies: The Video Game.. Great game but this and wildlife park 3 are the only games I have that keep on not
working when I wan't it to. Really neat concept. I enjoyed it, but man the shadows "flickering" or being different on each eye
had me closing one eye during the experience.. Not bad game but don't try to play on hard since impossible to complete. Have
fun!. I hate Dark Souls tbh. I think it plays like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and is basically jank that gets a free
pass.

I got this for the visuals mostly. I wish I liked this better.

I didn't enjoy the feel of the controls much. Could be that it's just that I hate souls combat in my case, but some people who
played DS also say the same thing.

Still, I found it neat. It basically is an indie dark souls. This might be my most liked game of games that I don't like.. Nice
atmosphere and sound. But there are a few bugs in game.
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Strangely Addictive...
The game mechanics are simple and very easy to pick up. I had a blast eating cubes, circles and triangles and it's very satisfying
once you beat a hard level. Definitely worth the price and I wouldn't hesitate to purchase it.

But I do have some minor complaints...
1. The projectiles that follow the player are the worst thing about the game, they are the hardest thing to dodge and maneuver. I
would have liked them to be introduced much later towards the end of the game.
2. Level progression doesn't always make sense... Some levels are much much harder than the level before it.
3. Collecting yellow cubes relies on RNG, it can often ruin a good run if you get an unlucky yellow cube spawn.
4. Would have liked respawn time to be more instant.

7\/10 I recommend it.. I gave this a big thumbs up for two reasons - what it is and what it could develop into.

What it is, is the first cowboy shooter I've played where the pistol is actually holstered, and you have to physically draw your
weapon before aiming, shooting, relaoding, and putting it back in your holster. It's too cool and I dare anyone to do it
without their mouth turning down into a scowling cowboy expression with your back arched and your arms bend out to the
side.

What it could be, is almost too much to hope for. Imagine this type of game developing into a full blown western experience,
almost like Westworld even. You could walk into the bar, sit down and play cards, go rob a train and become the town
sherriff. This is the type of full price AAA game I want to see!

In the meantime, this is a great start.

Minor feedback for developer - this is the first game Ive played where I felt the weapon was not in the sweetspot for feeling
like it was really in your hand. The hand models are placed ontop of the wrist, rather than in line with my wrist. Its' minor
but noticeable.

Great little game though.

Vive + GTX1080. Achievements.
Easy 100% \/ 1Min.
Start and Stop.. An adorable little game that reminds me of Dizzy! https:\/\/en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/Crystal_Kingdom_Dizzy
but in 3D!! :D. Looks great lots of detail. I did drop my FPS from 25 down to 15 on approach though.. A wonderful, poignant
experience. A bit philosophical. Sometimes a bit intensive, when you need to act quickly. And overall a pretty hard game (or
maybe I am just bad at it).

It's hard to describe who might like such a game. Maybe it's mostly a matter of being able to immerse yourself into the game
and to be in the right (albeit sad) mood. It is certainly beautiful in a strange way.

It's one of these games that is just different from everything else.. Even on lowest quality, still freezing. Looks like some unity
player sh*t
Not recommended for people who own a weak\/medium device
But still recommended for the gameplay. Absolutely Perfect. Everything from minecraft classic and more!. Stay down little
doggy. Great game and its got Mechs. i have also been following it for a awhile and really like what they have done with it all.
looking forward to future updates and content.

P.S. its got MECHS people !!!
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